Directions

HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management
Jahnallee 59, 04109 Leipzig, Germany
Tel. +49 341 9851-60

1. From freeways

A9  Leave the motorway A9 at the exit Leipzig West (Günthersdorf) and drive along the B181 towards Leipzig’s city center. Coming from Merseburger Straße you turn left into Lützner Straße. Lützner Straße is leading into Jahnallee. Immediately after you have crossed the bridge (Zeppelinbrücke) you will find HHL on your right. A small parking lot is in front of the (light yellow) HHL building. Paid parking is available on the other side of Jahnallee. To get there continue to the crossroad Marschnerstraße and turn left. After 100 meters make a right turn again to enter the parking lot.

A14  Leave the freeway A14 at the exit Leipziger Messe and drive along the B2 towards Leipzig’s city center. From the B6 (Delitzscher Straße) you continue to Eutritzcher Straße and Gerberstraße. From Gerberstraße turn right, following the B87 signs towards Weißfels/Grünau until you reach Jahnallee. At the crossroad Jahnallee/Marschner Straße turn right and after 100 m right to enter the parking lot. HHL is located on the opposite side of Jahnallee (directly at the tram station Sportforum).

2. From Leipzig’s main train station

From the main station you can reach HHL via taxi (about 5 minutes) or by tram. The tram routes 3 (towards Knautkleeberg), 7 (towards Böhltitz-Ehrenberg) or 15 (towards Miltitz) will take you to HHL (four stops, short-distance ticket, get off at „Sportforum“). HHL is located directly across from the tram station Sportforum.

3. From Leipzig/Halle Airport

From Leipzig/Halle Airport you reach HHL via taxi in about 30 minutes (15 km). The airport is located at the freeway A14. There is also a train shuttle service to the main station, leaving at least every hour. With an MDV ticket for 3 zones you may travel on the ticket also from the Leipzig main station to HHL (by tram, see above).